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More effort on difficult to reach population targeted
Not same protocol for everyone
Could further adapt protocol with certain subgroups (young)
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Traditional - adds 10 attempts to protocol for all active records based on not achieving 
target completes
Static – add 5 attempts to all records thought to be low income or hispanic
Responsive – add 5 attempts to all records with initial refusal
Dynamic is like responsive, but make further changes based on individual record 
outcomes (refusal, hispanic and selected respondent)
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Measurement error – multiple modes.  Boating survey.  Cheaper to complete by web vs 
mail – non-response bias in mail and therefore larger overall bias.  Phone may have 
better recall.
Variance – design effects.  
Other issues specific to project
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ID things that can be altered and alter approach accordingly.  Interview assignment 
based on experience or ethnic background.  Gender matching for selected respondent.  
Core questionnaire / modules
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Auxiliary data – MSG/SSI
Red – issues for acceptance by client and contract issues

Limited experiments – start 

Asked NATS – crash and burn

s/b experience based .  Start with single variable, id in advance subgroups.  Id in 
advance that we can improve quality and reduce costs by changing design.

What are the levers – subgroups, treatments, impacts 

Talk about multimode data collection platform – no jury-rigging as all modes under one 
data collection platform.

More attempts work?
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Likelihood to complete the interview – refusals, avoidance, etc.
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One of the first areas we explored is how long we wait to call back a record that initially 
refuses to make the conversion attempt. CDC doesn’t have a set protocol regarding 
when the conversion calls are made for BRFSS, but we have set up our own program 
that sets these records to hold for 4 days at the beginning of the month, and that winds 
down to a 1 day hold for records at the end of the month. We looked at when we were 
actually completing these records in 2013, and it seems the longer the hold the better, 
and that the best chance of completion is occurring at 8 days after the first refusal.  
The negative affect of this experiment would be that holding a refusal record for 8 days 
would limit our ability to complete data collection during the normal 30 day period. 
Before proceeding with this experiment, we received approval from our client to adjust 
the fielding period.
We conducted an experiment with the February and March sample for the CT BRFSS, 
and set a firm hold time of 8 days for all first refusals, before we released the records 
back into active calling. Our hypothesis is that the increased hold time would also 
increase our completion rate / reduce our overall refusal rate. 
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The first contact made with a respondent is the best chance we have of completing the 
interview. Still, respondents often will attempt to deflect our calls by either simply 
hanging up, or giving a vague “not a good time” response and saying we can call back 
later. This person is likely to avoid our call when we call back again, especially if they 
have a caller ID. Our third experiment looked at any record that had one of these 
outcomes - a non-specific callback request or a hang up – as their first contact. We then 
applied a holding period to these records for 8 days before making the next attempt. 
Our theory was that we would potentially have a better chance of getting a response 
on the next call, and get a “second chance at a first contact”.  

Similar to the refusal hold period experiment, the negative affect of this experiment 
would be that holding a  record for 8 days would limit our ability to complete data 
collection during the normal 30 day period. Before proceeding with this experiment, we 
received approval from our client to adjust the fielding period. We applied this 
experiment to the AZ BRFSS for February 2014 data collection.
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The next area we explored was at what time of day the attempts to each record are being 
made, and potentially adjusting those based on call outcomes. 
Currently, if a respondent schedules an appointment with us, and they miss the call (we call at 
the right time, but they don’t answer), the CATI system puts the record back into regular calling 
to meet the attempt protocols.   Our experiment was to force the remaining calls into being 
made at the same time of day - as in daytime, or evening, as the original appointment. For 
example, a callback requested for 10am resulting in a no answer would get its next 3 attempts 
during the daytime. We would only apply this experiment to callbacks requested for the 
daytime and evening – weekends were excluded from the experiment.   If after those 3 
attempts we still have no additional contact, the attempt protocol is opened back up for the 
remaining needed attempts. If during those 3 attempts we do make a contact, the result of that 
contact would determine the future of that record, essentially clearing the forced time of day 
and making the disposition callback protocol take priority (such as scheduled callbacks, refusals, 
etc.)
The caveat with this experiment is that a record might get a different total number of attempts 
in each of the 3 calling occasions (day, night, weekend) than the ideal according to the CDC 
guidelines. For example, if a respondent requested callback on daytime attempt #3, yet did not 
answer,  under the experiment we would make 3 more attempts during the day, giving that 
record 40% of their calls during daytime rather than the suggested 20%. 
We reviewed this issue with the CDC, and were given permission to apply the experiment as 
long as a minimum of 6 total attempts to the sample, they would support experimenting with 
adapting this design. After discussing this issue with our WA BRFSS client, we applied the 
experiment to the WA BRFSS with the February 2014 data collection. 
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